Let G be a locally compact group, S = S((7) the space of all (real) measurable simple functions on G and P -P(G) -{φ GL,(G): φ^O, 11Ψ Hi -1} W. R. Emerson recently proved that the following conditions on G are equivalent: (a) G is amenable (i.e. L^G) or § has a left invariant mean; (b) % P (G)
Introduction. Let 6 be a locally compact group with group G),P = P(G) = {φ E L λ (G)
: φ > 0, Hφ^ = l}andS = S(G), the space of all (real) measurable simple functions on G. In [5] W. R. Emerson proved the following interesting results:
THEOREM (Emerson). The following conditions are equivalent: (a) G is amenable (i.e. L^G) has a left invariant mean); (b)
( % P (G) is closed under addition; (c) d(φ x * P, φ 2 * P) -0 for any φ u φ 2 E P.
Here d(φ x * P, φ 2 * P) = inf{| | <Pj * φ -φ 2 * ψ|| 1? φ, ψ E P} and % P (G) is the set of all functions/ E § such that inf{||φ * fW^: φ E P] = 0 or, equivalently, 0 is in the norm (or weak) closure of the convex set P * /. Condition (a) is functional analytic in nature, (b) is algebraic and (c) is geometric. Emerson's arguments depend essentially on the Haar integral and the following: PROPOSITION 
(Emerson). There is a left invariant mean on%iff% contains a linear subspace ^satisfying the following conditions'. (i)lJ-f(Ξ%forallf<Ξ §anda E G; (ii)/E § andf>0 implies f & 91, where l a f(x) = f(ax), x E G.
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This is basically the condition used by Banach [2] in 1923 to construct a left invariant mean for the circle group. The purpose of this paper is to obtain analogous results for a locally compact semigroup S and invariant means on translation invariant linear subspaces of the dual M(S)* of the measure algebra M(S). The absence of a Haar integral and the fact that we are dealing with functional lead us to an interesting, but different, formulation and proof. Even in the special case of a group, our results are more general since we consider invariant means on spaces other than LJί^G) or § as well. We also provide an answer to a problem raised by Emerson [5, p. 187 , after Proposition 1.8] (see §4 below).
For terminologies regarding invariant means on locally compact semigroups, the reader is referred to Wong [18] . Also, the present paper can be regarded as a sequel to that of Emerson [5] , and we shall freely use their terminologies as well.
Let S be a locally compact semigroup (in which multiplication is separately continuous, see also [21] ) with convolution measure algebra
M(S). For F E λf(S)* with μ E M(S), we define l μ F = μ Θ F by μ Θ F{v) = F(μ * v), v E M(S). If μ -ε a , the Dirac measure at a E S, we sometimes write l a F for l ε F Let M 0 (S) = {μ E M(S): μ > 0 and ||μ|| = 1), and M λ (S) be the subset of M 0 (S) consisting of all finite convex combinations of Dirac measures. If X is a linear subspace of M(S)* containing the constant functional 1, where l(μ) -j \dμ -μ(S), μ E M(S). We say that X is left invariant [topological left invariant] if
Also, denote by 9L 0 (ΛΓ) the set of functional F in X such that inf{||μΘF||: /ι G M 0 (S)} = 0, and by ?fi x (X) those for which inf{||μ Θ F\\: μ E M X (S)} =0. We shall see in §2 that for certain subspaces X (including X-M(S)*) if X has a topological left invariant mean, then 9l o ( X) coincides with the set of all functional F in X which are topological left almost congruent to zero. That is, M(F) = 0 for any topological left invariant mean on X.
2. Basic results. PROPOSITION REMARKS. This is an analogue of Proposition 1.1 in Emerson [5] for groups. However, this is a major difference in formulation here. Namely, Emerson considered only the measurable simple functions § = §(G)ona group G (which is amenable iff S, hence LJ^G), has a left invariant mean) because his proof depends on the fact that for a simple function / E §>, /> 0 iffinf /> 0. This is not true for/E LJl^G). For such functions, the condition /> 0 of Proposition 1.1 in Emerson [5] must be replaced by ess inf / > 0. This will be discussed in §4. For semigroups S and functionals F in M(S)*, the correct replacement is, of course, inf{F(μ): μ E M(S)} > 0 as stated in Proposition 2.1.
Proof. The proof is similar to Emerson's and is based on Dixmier's criterion for amenability. If X has a topological left invariant mean M, then 91 = kerM has properties (1) and (2) . Conversely, if 91 satisfies (1) and (2), then by (1), 91 must contain % l9 the linear space generated by functionals of the form l μ F -F 9 FGI, μ E M 0 (S). By (2) , H e 3C 7 implies inf{H(μ): (iEM(S)}<0. Hence X has a topological left invariant mean by Dixmier's criterion (cf. Hewitt and Ross [8, Theorem 17.4] ). For left invariance, the proof is the same. Clearly, ^loίX) is closed under scalar multiplication. The assertion about 9l,(X) can be similarly proved by using the facts that % λ (X) C 9l o ( X) and that if μ = ε a is a Dirac measure, then Next, we shall establish a condition for 9L 0 (X) and % λ (X) to be closed under addition and study its relationship with amenability of X. Before doing so, we first consider a number of possible candidates for X, introduce a semi-norm on M(S) and study its properties.
Let BM(S) be the Banach space of all bounded (real) Borel measurable functions on S with supermum norm. As usual, we define the left and right translations l a f 9 rj 9 Define UCB^S) = RUC(S) and WΉί/C(S) similarly and put
UCB,(S) Π
(See Greenleaf [6] , Namioka [14] , Mitchell [13] and Wong [18] for more details of these definitions and notations.) Finally, let A(S) and W(S) denote as usual the space of all strongly almost periodic and weakly almost periodic functions in CB(S), respectively. For /E CB(S), μ E M(S), we define the left and right convolutions l μ f=μΘf and r μ f -f Q μby μθf(s)=ff(ts)dμ(t) and fΘμ(s)=ff(st)dμ(t), s E S.
(See Williamson [16] and Wong [18] .) It is known that all these spaces are left and right translation invariant and, with the exception of BM(S), they are all topological left and topological right translation invariant 9 μ Θ/ can be defined by the above formula as a generalised function which might not be in BM(S). See Wong [20] .
) Now define a map T: BM(S) -» M(S)* by
Tf(μ) = Jfdμ, f E BM(S), μ E M(S).
It is easy to show that T is an order preserving linear isometry of BM(S) into M(S)* such that Γ(l) = 1. Moreover, T commutes with left and right translations: T(IJ) = l a (Tf), T(rJ) = r a {Tf\ f E BM{S), a E S. Also T commutes with left and right convolutions:
(See Wong [18, §5] and [20, §3] .) It follows that the concepts of left (and also right) invariant means on any one of these spaces, whether as a space of functions (as usually defined in Day [3] or Hewitt and Ross [8, §17] ), or as a space of functional (in M(S)*, as defined in §1 here), coincide (via the embedding T). The same is true for topological left (and topological right) invariant means except for BM(S).
Returning to a general linear subspace X C M(S)* 9 we introduce the following definition: (
1) \\μ\\ x is a semi-norm on M(S), \\μ\\ x < \\μ\\ and\F(μ) |< \\F\\ • \\μ\\ ifFEX.
(
2) If Xcontains T(C 0 (S)) [e.g. when X = T(CB(S))], then \\μ\\ x = \\μ\\. (3) // X contains {χ E : E Borel}, where χ E is the characteristic functional of E defined by χ E (μ) = μ(E),μ E M(S)[e.g. when X = T(BM(S)) or M(S)*], then \\μ\\ x is a norm equivalent to \\μ\\. (4) // X is topological right invariant, then \\μ Q F\\<\\μ\\ x \\F\\, FEX,μE M(S).
Proof.
( 
For each n, there are μ l9 μ 2 E Af o (5) such that ||μ z Θ /)|| < 1/w for / = 1,2. By (A o ), there are μ, J> E M Q (S) such that 11/x t * μ -μ 2 * ^||^^ l/«. Put τj w = μ,*μG Aί o (S) and G π = η w Θ (^ + F 2 ). Then (1) Theorem 2.6 is applicable to any of the spaces we considered above since they are all topological left and right invariant except BM(S), which contains T(C 0 (S)).
(2) If the norms \\μ\\ x and ||μ|| are equivalent, then (A o ) is equivalent to the requirement that for each μ 1? μ 2 E M Q (S), 0 is in the weak closure of the convex set μj * M 0 (S) -μ 2 * M 0 (S).
(3) For the case of ?fl { (X) in Theorem 2.6, we are unable to relax the condition of topological right invariant to right invariance only.
The converse of Theorem 2.
Also topological left introvertedness implies topological right invariance. In this case 9l o (X) = (F E X: F is X-tlac to 0} = %l, where % L is the linear space spanned by μ Θ F -F, F E X, μ E M 0 (S) and the closure is taken in the norm (or weak) topology of X.
Proof.
(2) implies (1). This is a special case of Theorem 2.3.
(1) implies (2) . It is clear that each F E % 0 (X) is X-ύac to 0. On the other hand, if F E X is X-tlac to 0, we claim that F E %^. Otherwise, by the Hahn-Banach Theorem, there is some M E X* such that M(F) φ 0 but M{%1) = 0. Hence M is topological left invariant. Now write M = CJMJ -C 2 M 2 , where M 1? M 2 are means on X, and let JVbea topological left invariant mean on X (which exists by assumption). 
for any M E X*. That is, 0 E σ(X, X*), hence norm, closure in X of M 0 (S) Θ iv Therefore F λ E 9l o (X). Since the net μ α is independent of F ]9 it follows that 3C L C 9l o (X), which is obviously closed.
Thus %l = 9l o (X) = {FE X: F is X-tlac to 0). Consequently, 9l o ( X) is closed under addition.
REMARKS.
(1) If X = Λf(S)*, Theorem 2.7 is an analogue of a result in Emerson [5, Theorem 1.7, (a) iff (b)] for groups. In fact, we have obtained more here by identifying 9l o ( X), %l and the X-topological left almost convergent to 0 functional, thereby unifying the results. However, for topological right full subspaces X of M(S)*, the converses of both Theorems 2.3 and 2.6 are true (Theorem 2.12). DEFINITION 9 the following is true: there is a net μ a (depending on μ l9 μ 2 ) in M 0 (S) such that (μ { -μ 2 ) * μ α -> 0 in the topology σ(M(5), X) iff 0 G weak (or norm) closure of the convex set (μ, -μ 2 ) * M 0 
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A subset X C M(S)* is called topological right full in M(S)** if for each μ l9 μ 2 G M 0 (S)
(S) in M(S). (See Emerson [5] for the concept of full subspaces in L^G).)
The next two lemmas have their counterparts in Emerson [5] for groups. The proof, which we shall omit, are straightforward modifications of those in [5, Proposition 2.1 and Corollary 2.2]. LEMMA 
If Y is a linear subpsace of M(S)* 9 then there is a mean M on M(S)* such that M(Y) = 0 iff M{F(μ): μ E M 0 (S)} < 0 for all FEY.
LEMMA 2.10. For each F E M(S)* 9 there is a mean M F on M{S)* such that M(μΘF) = M F (F) for all μ E M 0 (S) iff inf{(μ, -μ 2 )ΘF(v):vGM 0 (S)}
<0 for any μ λ , μ 2 G M 0 (S). PROPOSITION On the other hand W(S) in general is not topological right full. For example, take S to be any locally compact group which is not amenable. In what follows, we shall give a sufficient condition for a subspace X of M(S)* to be topological right full and in particular show that CB(S) is topological right full for "all" locally compact subsemigroups of any locally compact group. THEOREM 
// X is a topological right full linear subspace of M(S)*, then the following are equivalent: (a) M(S)* has a topological left invariant mean. (b) There is a mean M on M(S)* such that M(μ Θ F) = M(F) for all μ E M 0 (S) andF E X. (c) For each F E X, there is a mean M F on M{S)* such that M F (μ QF) = M F (F) for all μ E M 0 (S). Proof We need only show (c) implies (a). Let μ l9 μ 2 E M 0 (S) and consider Y -(μ
X is a topological right full subspace of M{S)* if for each F E M{S)* there is some μ E M 0 (S) (possibly depending on F) such that
Proof. Suppose μ,, μ 2 E M 0 (S) and μ a is a net in M 0 (S) such that (μ, -μ 2 ) * μ α -> 0 in the topology o{M{S\ X). Let F E M(S)*. By assumption, there is some μ E M 0 (S) such that FθfiGl For each n, there is some μ α such that
where v n -μ * μ E M 0 (S). Therefore for each i 7 E M(S)* 9 there is a sequence in M 0 (S) (possibly depending on F, μ l9 μ 2 ) such that F((μ x -μ 2 ) * v n ) -> 0. By Emerson [5, Proposition 2.5 applied to the convex setC^^-μ 2 )* M 0 (5')], this implies there is a net ^ E M 0 (S) (depending on μ l9 μ 2 but not i 7 ) such that (μ^ -μ 2 ) * p β -» 0 in weak topology of M(S). Consequently, Xis topological right full.
REMARK. In [5] Emerson also gives a sufficient condition for right fullness of subspaces in LJ^G) which involves an approximate identity of the locally compact group G. 
any v E M{S). That is, FΘμ = Tf £ T(RUC(S)). By the preceding theorem, T(RUC(S)) is topological right full.
Note. In Wong [20] the semigroups are assumed to be jointly continuous. But the results there are also valid for the separately continuous case. See Wong [21] . (1) The space UCB(G) is chosen for convenience. All we need here is some X C CB(G) which is left introverted and topological right full (in M(G)*). Here f~g means / -g is a λ-locally null function.
It is known that for any locally compact group G, there exists a lifting which commutes with left translations ρ(l a f) = / fl (ρ(/)), a £ G. Such a lifting is necessarily strong (i.e. ρ{f)-fίoτ any/G C2?((/)). See Tulcea and Tulcea [15] . It follows that p commutes with left convolutions l φ9 ψ e L,(G), since φ Θ/G CB(G), if f E BM(G). Define f: LJG) ' -» M(G)* by where/ E LJ^G) is the equivalence class determined by/ E BM{G). It is simple to show that Γis an order preserving linear isometry of LJ^G) into M(G)* which commutes with left translations and left convolutions l φ9 φ E L,(G), and which "agrees" with Γ on £M(G) such that f(l) = 1. However, we do not know if T also commutes with left convolutions l μ with μ G M(G). Nevertheless, it follows that the concepts of left invariant means (respectively topological left P(G)-invariant means) on LJ^G) and suitable subspaces of LJ^G) agree whether as functions or functional.
